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At the beginning of the year 2000, comedian Sandra Battaglini had just been let go from
her first job in marketing.

She was on her way back to Toronto after spending New Year's with her family in
Sudbury.
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Battaglini's friend was driving on Highway 69 when she failed to see an oncoming car
before turning left. The car spun into a snowbank. After Sandra and her friend crawled
out, the car exploded.

Her overriding thought in the ambulance on the way to the hospital?

"I really want to make my improv class this Saturday."

She made it to that class the following week and on June 14, Battaglini will launch her
second solo comedy show on stage in Toronto, entitled

Classy Lady.

In this show, the Sudbury native riffs on several archetypes of womanhood, such as the
call girl, the miner, the contessa and the martyr. The show's poster, which depicts
Battaglini in a frilly black dress cinched with a red, flowered belt, shows the

overblown idea of class that is under the microscope in this show.

"It's the irony of me being the classy lady, when I say the craziest things," Battaglini said.

B attaglini's

mother, Lina, said her daughter has

always been a comedian.

"She was nine months and she was already singing and walking. And I knew that she
was going to be a comedian," Lina said.

Nonetheless, Sandra, now 41, studied history and political science at Laurentian
University, where she received her master's degree in history in 1996. She took a
postgraduate course in marketing at Humber College. Her first job was far from a stage,
doing marketing research for a Toronto firm.

The second-generation Italian-Canadian had done some acting at Laurentian, but she
says she had no aspirations to become an actress. However, a few years later,
attending a live comedy show prompted her to sign up for acting classes.

The car accident on Highway 69, shortly after Battaglini had started her classes, may
have been the shock that kick started her acting career.

Lina Battaglini recalls hearing about an accident on the news and immediately becoming
worried about Sandra.

"I just felt it," she said. Sure enough, Lina discovered Sandra was on the way to the
hospital.

"Right after that, she decided to go into comedy."

Lina said she enjoys her daughter's performances -- but she has had to adjust to some
strong language.

"I like her comedy. It's fun. Just sometimes these comedians, their language is a little bit
raw. But I guess everyone does that. So, I have to learn to live with it."

Battaglini said her Sudbury upbringing has probably affected her brand of comedy.

"I think it's a little tougher in Sudbury, there's a little more of a tough element to people.
It's a little more rugged," she said.
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Her onstage persona reflects some of the toughness she sees in Sudbury.

"I kind of have a bit of an angry persona on stage. Angry, but I laugh at myself."

She said many people describe her as fearless on stage.

F earlessness

is also the word Battaglini uses to describe her

group of friends growing up in Sudbury, spending their summers cycling around the city.

Battaglini laughed as she talked about how she and her friends would sometimes bike to
Cambrian College and smoke cigarettes in the bathroom.

Teenage rebellion aside, Battaglini described growing up in Sudbury as "awesome."

"We had the park down the street and we just owned it. Gave it until our feet fell off --
just played in the summer."

She attended the former all-girls' high school Marymount College, now Marymount
Academy. It's still a girls' school, but now has Grades 7 and 8 students.

"Anytime I'm in other places, if I say I grew up in Sudbury they're like, 'Oh my God, I'm
sorry.' And I'm like, 'Don't be sorry. It was amazing to grow up there,' " she said.

In her upcoming show, Battaglini will delve into Sudbury's history. She'll revisit her thesis
from Laurentian University, titled after a 1942 Sudbury Star headline, Don't Go Down the
Mine Mamma! The thesis looked at the women who worked at Inco during World War II.

Linda Ambrose, a historian at Laurentian University, worked closely with Battaglini while
she finished her thesis.

"Sandra always had a great sense of humour," she wrote in an email. "I remember
laughing a lot with her."

Ambrose knew Battaglini when she was more of an academic than a performer, but
even then she says Sandra had what it took to win over an audience.

"Did I know she would become a comedian? Not really, but I'm not surprised because
Sandra has the ability to communicate very clearly, to critique what's going on around
her and to light up a whole room with her laughter."

She said one of her fondest memories with Battaglini was a dinner with her family, as
thanks for acting as a mentor. The Battaglinis served a multi-course, authentic Italian
meal.

"It was a great example of Sudbury- Italian hospitality and good cheer," she said. "Those
are Sandra's Sudbury roots!"

B attaglini

will bring out those roots during part of Classy Lady, as she

rehashes some of her thesis work. She said her favourite images from the research
shows women operating machinery at Inco, above captions describing the work as
comparable to operating an ice cream machine or a sewing machine.

At the time, it was illegal for women to work at a mine. The law was temporarily
overturned to keep Inco running during the war.
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"They were really terrified the public would think women were taking over men's jobs,"
Battaglini said.

The absurdity of those images today provides comedic fodder for Classy Lady.

Battaglini said much of her humour -- and comedy in general -- comes from pointing out
the absurdity of everyday life.

"Comedy is taking knowledge and then finding a universal truth, or a sense of what's
ridiculous about the world," she said. "When you get laughs it's because other people
know this truth that you say. They understand it."

And Battaglini isn't afraid to provoke and challenge her audience.

"We say it's a good show when someone walks out," she said.

The director of Classy Lady is Battaglini's longtime collaborator, Phil Luzi. The two met
when Luzi attended a performance in which Battaglini played a role.

"I guess you could say the chemistry was pretty instantaneous," Luzi said.

They started working together shortly afterward and have been writing sketches and
hosting shows ever since.

Asked how much his colleague fits the image of a "classy lady," Luzi said she changes
the very meaning.

"She's not exactly what someone would call a classy lady. But in a way she is a
reinvention of a classy lady," he said.

He said Battaglini has fresh views on feminism and the role of women in our society --
and she delivers her opinions with a wit that keeps audiences listening.

"She's the new classy lady."

-- Read Accent every Saturday in the Sudbury Star

- - -

Sandra Battaglini Bio

Born June 8, 1971, in Sudbury

Attended Marymount College

Graduated from Laurentian University with a master's degree in history in 1996

Performed her first one-woman show, A Small Battalion of Soldiers

Performed her second one-woman show, Hard Headed Woman, for which she won a
Canadian Comedy Award
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